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Introduction to Database Templates 
vFabric Data Director enables fast provisioning of databases, such as Oracle and vPostgres, using 

templates. Instead of taking days or weeks to create an Oracle instance, with vFabric Data Director you 

can provision an Oracle database in minutes. 

Before the database can be provisioned, at least one base database template has to be created and 

made available to Data Director. 

This activity guide walks through the steps to create a base database template and to make the 

template available to Data Director for provisioning. Before looking at the steps, it is important to 

understand the basic concepts. 

What is a base database template?  
Data Director uses base database template to create database and is created by the system 

administrator. 

 The base database template is a VM that includes all the required software, both OS and 

database, and also the system and software configurations necessary to successfully create an 

Oracle database.  

 The base database template can also contain third-party tools that are required for a particular 

environment.  

What is a base database VM? 
A base database template is created from a base database VM. The base database VM is a virtual 

machine that contains a certain disk layout. The disk layout consists of eight virtual machine disks 

(VMDK) which is a requirement for all base database VMs. 

To get started, VMware provides a blank base VM template which contains the required disk layout. This 

VM comes with no OS installed. To build a new database template, it is recommended to use the blank 

base database VM. 

What software can be installed in the base database template? 
The following OS and Oracle database versions have been tested: 

 OS: SUSE Linux SP1; RHEL 5.5 

 Database software: Any version of Oracle 11g R2 

Any third party software that is required for a particular environment can also be included in the 

template. When installing the software the administrator should ensure all the requirements for that 

software is met. 

NOTE: Additional OS and database versions will be supported when the product is officially launched. 
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Prerequisites 
 Complete the following Getting Started guides:  

o Getting Started with Database Provisioning 

o Getting Started with Database Ingestion 

o Getting Started with Database Lifecycle Management 

o Getting Started with Database-as-a-Service 

 Access to RHEL 5.5 installation ISO image. 

 Access to Oracle installation bits. The installation bits must be available on a NFS share. 

Scenario Workflow 
This section outlines the steps required to build an Oracle database template. When building a template 

it is important to meet both Oracle and Data Director prerequisites. The steps outlined below ensure 

that the database template will meet both Oracle and Data Director prerequisites. 

In this exercise you will build a template that includes RHEL 5.5 and Oracle 11g R2. 

Building a template involve the following steps. The details for each of these steps are outlined in 

subsequent sections. 

1. Create the system resource pool and resource bundle. 

2. Download the blank base database VM from the download center. 

3. Deploy the base database VM into the system resource pool. 

4. Repackage Linux ISO image. 

5. Install Linux on blank base VM. 

6. Initialize VM to make it Oracle and Data Director compliant. 

This step ensures that the VM meets Oracle and Data Director Pre-requisites, including VMware 

tools and Python 2.6. 

7. Install Oracle 11g R2 software. 

8. Optionally, Install 3rd party tools. 

9. Convert the base database VM into a database template. 

10. Run template validation. 

By the end of the session, you will learn how to build a custom database template from a blank base 

database VM. 

 

Ensure the system resource pool and resource bundle is created 

The following steps assume the prerequisite completion of the four Getting Started guides mentioned 

above, has been met and the system resource bundle is already created in Data Director. 
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To determine the system resource pool associated with the system resource bundle: 

1. Log in to the Data Director Web Console as a system administrator. 

2. Click System Settings. 

3. Click System Resource Bundle in the left pane. 

4. In the center pane, check the system resource pool box. 

If the system resource bundle does not exist, follow the procedures in Getting Started with Database 

Provisioning to create a system resource pool and a system resource bundle. 

Download the blank base database VM from the download center 

Download the blank base database VM ova from https://www.vmware.com/go/download-datadirector  

into the vSphere client machine. 

1. Log in to the download site. 

2. Click the Download button. 

3. Accept the agreement. 

4. Save the file  VMware-Data-Director-Blank-Base-DBVM-<build#>.ova  

Deploy the base database VM into the system resource pool. 

1. Log in to the vSphere client and connect to the vCenter server as an administrator. 

2. Deploy VMware-Data-Director-Blank-Base-DBVM-<build#>.ova file into the system resource 

pool.  

3. Once deployment is completed, the VM will show up in the system resource pool. This VM is 

known as the base database VM. 

4. Power on the VM. 

At this point, we are prepared to repackage Linux. 

Repackage Linux ISO image  

The original Red Hat ISO image is not Data Director compliant because it does not distribute Data 

Director related scripts. This section describes how to package a custom kickstart file with a Red Hat ISO 

image.  

To repackage Linux ISO image, follow this procedure: 

1. Find a working Linux environment that can be used to repackage the Linux ISO image. It should 

have sufficient storage. If you mount RHEL ISO from an NFS server, you will need 8GB. If you 

upload ISO to a local disk, you will need 12GB. 

2. Ensure a discoverable path to the working Linux environment for the original RHEL ISO image, 

local directory or NFS path. 

3. Mount Data-Director-Initialize-Base-DBVM-<build#>.iso  

For example,  mount –o loop /mnt/Data-Director-Initialize-Base-DBVM-2.0.0.1988-670507.iso 

/tmp/mnt 

https://www.vmware.com/go/download-datadirector
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To acquire the ISO file, download the file from the ova from 

https://www.vmware.com/go/download-datadirector  site into the vSphere client machine.  

i. Save Login to the download site. 

ii. Click on Download button. 

iii. Accept the agreement. 

iv. Download the file. 

4. Run make_installer_iso.sh to start repackage RHEL ISO image by indicating target KS.cfg.  

Refer to follwoing command line: 

/tmp/mnt/make_installer_iso.sh [REDHAT_ISO_PATH] [REDHAT_VERSION(5.4/5.5)] 

[Output_folder] 

For example,  /tmp/mnt/make_installer_iso.sh 10.22.33.121:/usr/local/installation/RHELISO 5.5 

/tmp 

 With above example, it will use original Linux ISO image located at 

10.22.33.121:/usr/local/installation/RHELISO as source ISO image, repackage the 

underlying custom KS.cfg whose version is 5.5 to a new ISO image under tmp directory.  

 The name of the target KS.cfg must be KS<REHLversion>.cfg, e.g., KS5.5.cfg 

 The custom KS.cfg should be in the same directory as the make_installer_iso.sh.  

 For requirement of KS file, refer to Appendix.  

5. Wait until a new ISO is made successfully.  

At this point, we have successfully made a RHEL ISO image with our own KS file. Next we need to install 

it to the blank VM.  

Install Linux on the blank VM. 

1. Go back  to the  vSphere Client, and choose the blank VM you just deployed.  

2. Click Edit Settings, choose Hardware tab, select CD/DVD drive in the hardware list, and on the 

right side, choose radio button on Datastore ISO file, choose Browse. Enter the path of the 

repackaged Linux ISO image.  

Alternatively, you can use a client device to connect local ISO when the VM is running. 

3. On Device Status, check Connected and Connected at Power on. 

4. Save the settings. 

5. Power on the VM if it is not running, and open console to observe. It should start to bootstrap 

and install the Linux automatically per the custom KS file. 

6. Wait until the installation is complete.  

At this point, we have installed Linux successfully. Next we need to initialize the same base VM to ensure 

that it is Oracle and Data Director compliant, by installing required bits and scripts.  

Initialize VM to make it Oracle and Data Director compliant 

Initializing the base database VM, we ensure that the Oracle and Data Director pre-requisites are met.  

https://www.vmware.com/go/download-datadirector
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To initialize the VM, 

1. Right-click on the base database VM and open the console. 

2. Login as root and type password (that is the password).  

The password value is defined in Kickstart file, which in turn is shown on the top of VM console. 

After initializing the VM, the prompt message is erased. 

3. Connect to the above ISO by clicking on the CD/DVD drive icon and choosing  the datastore ISO 

file from storage disk . 

4. Mount cdrom to local directory: mount /dev/cdrom /mnt/cdrom. 

5. From the local directory, run as root ./install.sh  –i. 

6. The above command will automatically install scripts for Oracle install, VMware tools and 

Python 2.6 runtime. 

7. Wait for the install to complete.  

At this point, the base database VM is Oracle and Data Director compliant. We can continue to install 

Oracle 11g R2 onto it. 

Install Oracle 11g R2 software 

A script is provided that will install Oracle Home on the correct disk. To install Oracle home using the 

script, follow this procedure: 

1. Login to the OS as root. 

2. Run the following command to install Oracle: 

/opt/aurora/installation/install.sh [NFS_PATH_FOR_Oracle_binary_folder] [Oracle_version] 

- [NFS_PATH_FOR_Oracle_binary_folder] is the full path of the NFS server where end 
user stored their Oracle installation bits 

- [Oracle_version] is the full version number of Oracle. 

3.  When the message Oracle installation finished is displayed on the console, power off the VM. 

4. Remove the CD/DVD devices. 

At this point, Oracle EE binary is installed.  

Installing 3rd party tools (Optional)  

When installing third party tools, ensure the tools are installed in the binary disk. This is an optional step 

based on customer need.  

Convert the base database VM into a database template 

1. Open Data Director Web console, and log in as system administrator.  

2. Go to Manage & Monitor, and click Base DBVMs in the left pane. 

3. In the center pane, refresh, then right-click the base database VM, and select Convert to Base 
DB Template. 
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4. When the conversion is completes successfully, the template is ready. 

 

Run template validation 

Before the template is assigned to organizations, it is highly recommended that the  system 

administrator run validation before assigning it to organizations for use. The successful completion of 

the validation step ensures that the template can be used to provision databases successfully. 

To run validation: 

1. Select Base DB templates in the left pane 

2. In the center pane, right-click the template you just converted, and click Validate. 

3. In the dialog box, select an organization and database group with enough resources to complete 

the validation 

NOTE: The validation goes through the process of provisioning, backup, cloning etc., and will require 

resources to complete these steps successfully. It is recommended that the database group have at least 

40GB of storage available to successfully complete the validation. 

Provisioning an Oracle database from the template 
After the template has been created, administrators can use the template to provision an Oracle 

database. 

Refer to the Oracle database provisioning activity guide for how to provision an Oracle database using a 

template. 

Summary 
The scenario walkthrough demonstrated how to build custom oracle database templates. The custom 
templates allow DBAs to create standardized database environments based on various requirements, 
and help ensure compliance within the organization. 

Appendix – KS.cfg File 
The Kickstart installation method is used primarily by the RHEL to automatically perform unattended 
operation, system installation, and configuration.  
 
When you plan to customize base DB template for Data Director, it is important to make your Kickstart 
configuration file fully compliant with Data Director and a target database, such as Oracle.  

Kickstart Options 
Refer to Red Hat documentation on Kickstart options to configure your own KS file: 
http://docs.redhat.com/docs/en-US/Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux/6/html/Installation_Guide/s1-
kickstart2-options.html  

http://docs.redhat.com/docs/en-US/Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux/6/html/Installation_Guide/s1-kickstart2-options.html
http://docs.redhat.com/docs/en-US/Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux/6/html/Installation_Guide/s1-kickstart2-options.html
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Required options in KS file 
However, you need to add the follwoing content as required options in your custom KS file to be 
compliant with Data Director. 
 

1.  # Disk partitioning information 
2.  part / --bytes-per-inode=4096 --fstype="ext3" --grow --ondisk=sda --size=1 
3.  part /opt/aurora/oracle --bytes-per-inode=4096 --fstype="ext3" --grow --ondisk=sdb --

size=1 
4.  part /opt/aurora/archive --bytes-per-inode=4096 --fstype="ext3" --grow --ondisk=sdc --

size=1 
5.  part /var --bytes-per-inode=4096 --fstype="ext3" --grow --ondisk=sdd --size=1 
6.  part /opt/aurora/dbg --bytes-per-inode=4096 --fstype="ext3" --grow --ondisk=sde --size=1 

  
7.  %packages 
8.  @core 
9.  @base 
10.  @development-tools 
11.  @legacy-software-development 
12.  @development-libs 
13.  @editors 
14.  unixODBC 
15.  libaio-devel 
16.  libXtst-devel 
17.  libXp-devel 
18.  libXau-devel 
19.  sysstat 
20.  iptables* 
21.  httpd 
22.  mod_ssl 
23.  openldap-clients 

 
Note: Line 14 to Line 18 is fields required by Oracle and OEM. 
 

Sample KS configuration file 
The sample KS file is available in VMware-Data-Director-Initialize-Base-DBVM-<build#>.iso, named as 

KS5.5.cfg or KS5.4.cfg. 
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